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Adi, PPE
Hopes to...work in the finance industry.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the incredible Hall spirit!

Amber, Earth Sciences
Hopes to...considering a wide range of paths, current dream is Civil Service Science and Engineering!
Loves Teddy Hall for...the small, welcoming environment which now feels like home.

Catherine, MSt Women’s Studies
Hopes to...be an actor and activist, combining my work for women’s rights and equality with more representation and interesting roles for women on stage and screen.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the Quad at Christmas, the Quad in spring when the beautiful wisteria blooms, formal hall, collecting mail from my pidge, the beautiful Library.

Erin, Modern Languages (French & Russian)
Hopes to...teach or translate, something that takes me all over the world.
Loves Teddy Hall for...my tutor’s dogs.

Harjas, History
Hopes to...maybe do a law conversion degree; still deciding
Loves Teddy Hall for...the people. They are what makes this place so great.

Sean, PPE
Hopes to...influence the way our country is run for the better, perhaps with some sort of job in political advocacy or maybe even by making it into parliament myself one day!
Loves Teddy Hall for...the friendly community and sense of fun. Also the bouncy castle and dog visits in 5th week!

Hazel, Jurisprudence
Hopes to...pursue a legal career but undecided on which field I will specialise in. However, I am also interested in real estate.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the Hall Spirit is the best in Teddy Hall- which is clear at all the sports matches. The friendliness abundant in communal areas like the dining hall and JCR.

Iona, Earth Sciences
Hopes to...help the transition to a sustainable society and circular economy through more effective waste and resource management.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the oasis of friends and familiarity it provides in the midst of busy Oxford life.

Paigan, Molecular and Cellular Biochemistry
Hopes to...is undertaking a PhD at Uni of Bath in September researching male sterility in hybrid mice (yes you read that right) and putting off getting a real job for another four years
Loves Teddy Hall for...the ball – wasn’t it amazing in 2016? Wonder who the president was that year, because it was awesome.

Rosanna, MSc Migration Studies
Hopes to...work with refugees and other migrants either in the humanitarian sector or in a reporting/journalistic capacity.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the library tower, the snowdrops in the graveyard and the MCR community.

Sophie, PPE
Hopes to...changes all the time, but potentially working for the civil service or being involved in diplomacy. I’d like to travel, and really want to feel as though my work has an impact on people’s lives.
Loves Teddy Hall for...how welcoming and close-knit the community is here, and the beautiful front quad in the summer!

Karim, Economics & Management
Hopes to...pursue post-graduate studies in Economics.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the sports club and social events put on by the JCR.

Esme, Modern Languages (French & Spanish)
Hopes to...be a TV producer/commissioning editor, or casting director
Loves Teddy Hall for...the relaxed and supportive atmosphere.

Ollie, MPhil Russian and East European Studies
Hopes to...head into the finance industry upon graduation and possibly go into business or politics.
Loves Teddy Hall for...the unique history and friendly, communal atmosphere – and the boat club of course!